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Letter n° 105,  October 2019

The Essene Nation, for a new Education

Words of love . . .
between men who awaken

etter to My Friends

The Great God of Love 
Lives in Us

My Loved-ones,

The freedom of the other, his well-being, his 
evolution, his awakening of higher conscious-

ness is our own heritage. That is the attitude we want to 
develop and this is how we want to live in accordance with 
the law of God and his living, universal, natural religion.

Today, manipulation is powerful and as Essenes, we are 
under attack from beings who, slyly, want to push us to 
withdraw into ourselves, to confine ourselves so that we are 
no longer active elements of society. In this way, we would 
leave room for those who do not want us to exist. Our dif-
ference bothers them. They emphasize the danger of being 
different, of not thinking like them, of not obeying them 
blindly. In the name of tolerance, they advocate intolerance. 
In the name of the law, they create social, ecological, scien-
tific, human injustice. We must constantly prove that we 
exist, that we are legitimate and then we have to apologize 
for existing, for being us, for thinking as we think.

To combat “sects” and religions, that is, “the other,” so-
called secular governments will become sectarian and reli-
giously crusade against the “other religions.”

We, Essenes, are true patriots because we love all coun-
tries and religions born of God and that is why we want 
to be critical in front of all scare tactics that hide evil, 
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discrimination, racism, hatred of the other or of a part of the 
population.

To be patriotic means to protect your country, your religion, 
your community from the enemy, whether external or internal. To 
do so, we must remain vigilant in the face of what divides us and 
places darkness in the government.

Essene values are the values of all peoples, of all religions and 
of all universal and respectful philosophies.

We, Essenes, must bring peace and healing to the world. To do 
this, we must be rooted in our tradition, strong in our values and 
eternal wisdom. We must be firm, determined, active and not let 
ourselves be influenced and manipulated by beings who want to 
exploit us, to usurp, to denature or to confine us, to discriminate 
against another citizen. Racism, discrimination, lies, manipula-
tion must not pass.

Through our intellectual, moral, voluntary refusal, through our 
consciousness, our steadfast and respectful attitude, our behav-
iour, we must bring peace, respect, brotherhood, tolerance, and live 
them together.

“The great God of love lives in us.” This “us” is what unites us 
and connects us to each other, it is the religion of God. That’s it, 
it’s simple. It is us, it is the earth, the stones, the plants, the ani-
mals and people. Whether beings have a religion or not, they are 
part of this us and therefore part of the religion of God. The rest is 
a matter of consciousness and education.

It is obvious that there are beings, worlds that do not want 
this awakening to happen, because they would lose their power, 
their control over people and, through them, over animals, plants 
and the earth. But the revolution is underway and the Essene Na-
tion must participate actively, intellectually, morally, voluntarily, 
artistically.

“The great God of love lives in us” is the whole Religion.
All forms of discrimination, all attempts to impose an arbitrary 

way of life, a belief, a philosophy are contrary to human dignity 
and the principles established by the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights.

For these reasons, it is important that the celebration of the 
Round of Archangels becomes powerful and takes root in a disci-
pline, a lifestyle, a healthy practice. 

Our publications must be stable and the Order of Hierogram-
mates must be organized and active. 
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The Order of Priesthood must be alive in prosperous and dy-
namic villages so that our spiritual practices can be active in all 
subtle worlds to place the seals of the higher worlds. 

Our massalas and study circles must be active in order to cre-
ate events in all cities, circles of friends, places of discussion, ex-
change, information, prayer and singing. 

We can be of any denomination or even believe in nothing and 
have ideas, defend values and love to sing, share. . . In this way, 
knowledge and mutual respect will be established and the Essenes 
will become stronger in their commitment, service, happy or pain-
ful experiences, but led to wisdom, dialogue, intelligence and the 
offering to the great God of love that lives in the us.  

When we ourselves will become a loving self, the holy assembly 
will embody our angelic egregore and together we will be the reli-
gion of God.  From our small us, we will go towards the great us to 
free the worlds from the invasion of fear. 

“Be free from fear.”

Uriel
We must be effective and provide concrete, living answers to 

all the problems that the world of darkness brings to humans to 
give them radical, extremist, degrading, illegal, immoral solutions 
worthy of the darkest periods in the history of human decay. 

Today, men are convinced that they will win the fight against 
inequalities, insecurity, violence, drugs, crime through a polit-
ical solution, then by the force of weapons.  This is a dead end.  
Disappointed by religions that betrayed them by putting them-
selves at the service of the darkness, they forgot that only the re-
ligion of the Light can restore order and bring happiness, respect, 
freedom for all.  We, the Essenes, we must prepare to refresh their 
memory and show them the way out of this crisis, which has been 
ongoing and growing for thousands of years.  For this, we must be 
together, we must join forces and act to bring together and not div-
ide, to educate and awaken and not to fall asleep. All beings must 
be called to the work for the appearance of the great religion of 
God, without dogmas, without borders, without fear or darkness.

Countless beings are trapped in suffering because of the col-
lapse of the intelligence of the true religion and the government 
of peace and justice. It is time now that God’s voice is heard on 
earth because of all those who no longer have a voice and who can 
no longer be heard to protest against stupidity and the wickedness 
that enslaves them and reduces them to the name of the so-called 
common good.
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God alone is great. He alone is intelligent. His kindness, his 
justice, his peace, his Round of Archangels govern, because it is 
the Angels who are the kings of all virtues.

The laws of God are immutable, because they are the laws of 
nature and the universes.

To flout the laws of God is to condemn people to misery, to 
slavery and perdition. It is time for this to stop and for the great 
God of Love to live in us again, breaking the power of a few pol-
iticians who lock up beings in a system that degrades them and 
makes them hate themselves and be under the influence of fear, 
hysteria and of evil. 

Let’s take our lives and destinies in hand.

May the Father be honoured.
May his Name be sanctified.
May his reign be established.
May his will be done on earth, in the visible, as in heaven, in 

the world of consciousness and living thoughts.
May each being be able to taste the bread of happiness and 

fulfilment.
May each being be educated in order not to offend anyone.
May each being be prepared to resist the temptation to serve 

the dark side.
And may we all be delivered from evil by the great God of love 

that lives in the us.

October 2, 2019


